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Dear readers,

We have analyzed in volume 4 of our series “Opening for White According to Kramnik” several opening systems, which begin with different moves, but they have something in common. In the majority of the variations that we study, Black chooses dark-squared strategy. This is connected most often with a fianchetto of his king’s bishop. Despite the fact that neither of these systems has been a frequent guest at the top-level tournaments, the majority of the variations have the reputation of “a hard nut to crack”. White cannot obtain a meaningful advantage by playing just common sense chess.

In the first part of this volume we analyze the Maroczy system. It arises sometimes via the King’s Indian Defence, or the Sicilian Defence and has the reputation of a solid, but rather passive opening for more than a century. It is not so popular at top-level lately mostly due to its passivity. It has many more adherents at somewhat lower levels, though. One of the pluses of this opening set-up is that Black can choose it against different first moves for White (including 1.e4) and this facilitates considerably the preparation of his opening repertoire. Therefore, I believe this book may be quite useful not only for the players who begin their games with 1.Nf3. In principle, maintaining a slight opening edge with White in the Maroczy system is not a super-difficult task at all, since he has right from the beginning of the game a powerful pawn-centre and a stable space advantage. Still, it often happens that he keeps this edge during the entire game, but at the end it all ends in a draw. Accordingly, we emphasize in this part on the realisation of the standard plans of development and their connection with the subsequent middle game and even the endgame.

The second part of this volume is devoted to the variations arising after 1.©f3 g6 2.e4, or the Modern Defence. A more appropriate name for it has not been invented yet and we have not contributed to this either. Black’s first move 1...g6 has acquired recently immense popularity even at the top-level as a specific “anti-anti Gruenfeld”. I will try to explain this to you. Black is ready to play the Gruenfeld Defence after 2.d4, but wishes to avoid the “anti-Gruenfeld” set-ups analyzed in the
first volume of this series. White’s attempts to transpose to them (or to the King’s Indian Defence) with the move 2.c4, can be countered by Black with the rather unpleasant resource 2...Bg7 3.e4 e5! and there arises an “irregular” version of the King’s Indian Defence, with a black pawn on d7, in which White has no chances of obtaining an advantage, at least according to contemporary theory Therefore, if he wishes to avoid entering the Gruenfeld Defence, just like before, but wishes to fight for the opening advantage, White practically has no other choice but - 2.e4! This should not bother him so much. He will not be forced to enter open games, since Black has reduced considerably his choice with his first move. After 2...c5, White will play the Maroczy system and if Black develops his pieces in the spirit of the King’s Indian Defence (d6+Bg7), then I recommend to White a very specific set-up, connected with the development of the bishop on d3 and fortifying of the pawn-centre with the move c2-c3. This system may not be the most aggressive, but leads to a solid positional game, much more typical for the closed openings. I am convinced that White maintains superior prospects in all the variations.

Finally, in the third part of the book, we have analyzed set-ups beginning with the moves 1.d3 d6. After them, there arise original positions only in the variation 2.d4 Bg4. This opening system reached the peak of its popularity during the 80ies of the past century, but then it became evident that it did not provide Black with any pluses except its originality. If White plays correctly, in the majority of the cases he obtains a pair of bishops in addition to his space advantage. The utilization of two bishops is one of the favourite strategical resources of Vladimir Kramnik, so for players who are well familiar with his games it will be easy and enjoyable to play similar positions with White.
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